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Abstract 
Creativity and design are the most important characteristics in architectural conception. They offer both new solutions in 
complex situations and add novelty to the architectural object. 
This paper develops two theoretical paradigms about architectural design, based on an aesthetic-tectonic approach. Specifically, 
the analysis focuses on two architectural objects: Frank Lloyd Wright’s reference to Japanese architecture, and Le Corbusier’s 
reference to Ibadite architecture.  
Starting with abstract–figurative processes we identify two initial paradigms: the figurative paradigm, which constitutes a direct 
(object-to-object) reference; and the expressive paradigm which, constitutes an indirect (object-to-idea) reference. 
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1. Introduction  
An addition to theories about architectural form, the exploration and understanding of architectural design is a 
very interesting field. Here we examine the issue from a semiotic (Chandler, 2001) and semio-logical (Eco, 1986), 
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(Hillier & Hanson, 1984) point of view through a reflexive approach (Creswall, 2013), (Chebaiki & Chemrouk, 
2015) and a visual-comparative exploration of the architectural object (Chebaiki & Chemrouk, 2015). 
The reflexive approach calls for a brief theoretical overview. The objective is to identify the main registers of the 
architectural space (Lévy, 2008) in order to have a better understanding of the issue. This overview leads to the 
definition of two principal paradigms: expressive and figurative, which in turn stimulate architectural design.  
On the other hand, the visual-comparative exploration calls for case studies. This consists of projects that have 
integrated conceptual references into a specific architecture. Our first example is Frank Lloyd Wright’s reference to 
traditional Japanese architecture (Nute, 1994). The second is Le Corbusier’s reference to Ibadite architecture, 
applied to the Notre Dame du Haut Chapel at Ronchamp (Ravéreau, 2003). These two examples reveal, through the 
paradigms that are developed, the postulates that are intrinsic to architectural design. 
2. Architectural design and semiotics 
In philosophy, the notion of design refers to aesthetics and character, as seen in the work of Hegel for example 
(Hegel, 1979). In the Hegelian definition, form, style and design take account of a set of requirements connected to 
the design and execution of ideas (Hegel, 1979) whatever the domain of application. 
With respect to modern semiotics, Peirce’s logic directly addresses the form (Simon, 1969). He interprets it as a 
meaning and a self-interpreting sign. The result is that the sign is considered to be something this is determined by 
the form (Simon, 1969), (Rénier, 1989). This observation reminds us of the architectural object, which is principally 
materialised by the form. Moreover, the components of the architectural space mean that the output of architecture is 
complex and multidimensional. These components (according to the definitions of Lévy and his work in semiotics) 
have five spatial registers (Lévy, 2008): the urban space, the utilitarian space, the aesthetic symbolic space, the 
bioclimatic space and the tectonic plastic space. Each of these registers have their own design levers, partially 
overlapping with the triad of registers proposed by Rénier and Alberti (Lévy, 2008), (Genard, 2002). 
Of the five spatial registers, here we are interested in the aesthetic symbolic and tectonic plastic spaces. The 
aesthetic symbolic space concerns the relations between space and geometry, and space and mathematical 
measurements. It addresses geometrical concepts and symbolism through the history of art, and is manifested in the 
act of composition. The tectonic plastic space concerns the actual visual space. It refers to meanings found in art 
history (the history of styles in particular), and manifests in architectural expression (Lévy, 2008). 
These two spatial registers (the aesthetic symbolic and tectonic plastic spaces) are particularly interesting given 
current concerns about environmental quality. Their interest lies in the understanding of three conceptual and 
architectural issues: 
 
• The first is the understanding of activities and exercises related to design and spatial production. Here, the 
aim is to bring an appropriate spatial quality and meet multidimensional requirements (landscape, layout, 
energy solutions, etc.) 
• The second is the understanding of the architectural discourse. Here, the aim is to ensure cohesion and 
spatial harmony, the manifestation of the place’s identity, together with its personalization. Or, on the other 
hand, the adoption of a paradoxical discourse. 
• The third issue relates to the socio-cultural sphere in the environmental trilogy (energy consumption, 
economic growth and social cohesion). By ensuring that aesthetic symbolic criteria are met, architectural 
design can ensure the preservation of patrimonial values and the development of multiple forms of 
inheritance, while responding to social and contemporary concerns. 
3. Two paradigms of architectural design 
By integrating an introspective approach and a visual exploration of the architectural object (De Saussure, 1983), 
our semiotic analysis reveals certain axioms relative to the structure of the architectural space. The latter is 
distinguished by: 
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• Levels of composition ranging from the deep (spatial distribution) to the superficial (spatial iconisation) 
(Lévy, 2008) 
• The articulation between two concurrent frameworks: an initial structural framework (connected to plan 
and usage), and a second semantic framework (significant or symbolic) (Schulz, 1979). 
• This leads to the creation of a first category, which includes the forms of composition, and their articulation 
and combination within the architectural object, and the emergence of a second category, in which 
materials and substances are brought together to achieve the architectural object (Somov, 2014). 
The overlapping of these axioms suggests two theoretical paradigms, which are fundamental to our understanding 
and assimilation of architectural design: the expressive paradigm and the figurative paradigm. These paradigms 
result from architectural formulae (Broadbent, 1990), and can be identified through semio-logical explorations and 
structural decompositions (Schulz, 1979). Consequently, they are defined according to the dominance of one of the 
following frameworks: the structural framework (where composition and articulation dominate); or, on the other 
hand, the semantic framework (where combined substances are seen and can be clearly distinguished). 
The expressive paradigm is characterised by a spatial chain (a sequence) that is more structural than semantic. It is 
manifested at the deep level of the architectural object (Lévy, 2008). This paradigm encourages inventiveness and 
creativity in spatial design and its codification tends to be abstract or individual (the result of the ingenuity of the 
designer). The expressive paradigm represents an indirect mode of reference where idea and meaning overlap 
(Deluz, 2010). 
Paradoxically, the figurative paradigm is also characterised by a sequence, but in this case it is more semantic than 
structural. It manifests at the superficial level of the architectural object. In turn, this paradigm encourages stylistic 
reproduction and object-to-object (direct) architectural references (Deluz, 2010). 
To explore in more detail and throw greater light on these theoretical postulates, the following sections examine 
two emblematic examples of architectural design. These examples bring together both expressive and figurative 
paradigms. They relate to both the local and the ideal context (Jencks, 1985) through the adoption of direct 
(superficial) or indirect (sought after and innovative) references. They are Frank Lloyd Wright’s reference to 
Japanese architecture and Le Corbusier reference to Saharan Ibadite architecture. 
4. The perfect inspiration: Frank Lloyd Wright and Japanese architecture 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s reference to traditional Japanese architecture is controversial. While some theorists confirm 
it (Nute, 1994), (Jencks, 1985), (Farel, 2008), others ignore or refute it (Castex, 1985), (Meiss, 2012), (Kaufmann & 
Raeburn,1960). 
In reality, the ambiguity lies in the type (or mode) of the reference itself. The type of reference is directly linked to 
the structure of the architectural space, which refers in turn to pure design and the logic of the form. In examples of 
his work where the influence of traditional Japanese architecture can be seen, the notion of style asserts itself and 
becomes homogenous. It was at this time that the Annual Convention of the Architectural League of America at 
Chicago (1900) described the style as the foundations of a vital quality, “We shall look for the laws which govern 
the former styles, we shall understand how we can modify these laws to adapt ourselves to current conditions: we 
shall act in full rational safety […] we have to consider as our inheritance all the works of the past which were 
successful and, without following them blindly, it is necessary to use them as guides to discover the real way” 
(Castex, 1985). 
Other authors (Nute, 1994) state that Wright’s general approach made use of Japanese built forms, through an 
aesthetic and decorative design. This influence was strengthened by the impact of the Japanese exhibit and bazar in 
Philadelphia in 1876, and is seen in the Victor Newcomb house (New Jersey, 1880) and the Gamble House 
(California, 1908). Nute argues that while Wright’s domestic homes were, in general, simplifications (compared to 
nineteenth-century American homes) they had a characteristic configuration taken from the Japanese pavilion built 
in Chicago for the 1893 World Exposition (figure1 and 2). This configuration is based on the following features: 
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Figure 1: view of the Japanese pavilion built in Chicago 1893. (nortoncenter.com) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Sketch of Robbie House. (kaidesing.com) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: View of Willis house. (etsavega.net) 
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Figure 4:  the square geometric grammar. (Nute, 1994)  
 
4.1. The organisational level: a generic process 
Famed for his ‘square geometric grammar’, almost all of Wright’s early prairie houses were based on one key 
idea: the cubic room. Inspired by the vernacular Japanese house, in which the principal room is square, he 
successfully expanded and modified the idea through nature. The natural way (as defined by Wright) takes its 
inspiration from vegetation and its structure. He stated that, “the grammar of such style as is seen here is simply and 
logically determined by the concrete mass and flat layer formation of the slab and box construction of the square 
room, proportioned according to concrete-nature – or the nature of the concrete” (Nute, 1994). (Figure 4) 
The expansion of the square geometric grammar did not prevent the integration of new spaces and functions; on 
the contrary, various features of the Japanese house were given new functions. The process has been described as 
analogous to biological evolution in an architectural form (Steadman, 2008). Expansion also made it possible to 
develop and enrich the design of these houses.  
While in some cases (Robie house 1909 (figure 3), Darwin house 1904) the design was structural rather than 
symbolic, in others we can identify an aesthetic and symbolic design. In the Johnson Research Tower in Wisconsin, 
built in 1944, the main concept was the cantilevered tower. The concept was an analogy with the pagoda of the 
Yakushi-ji Temple in Japan and pine tree (Nute, 1994). This has been termed the ‘starting analogy’ (Broadbent, 
1990); in other words the analogy begins with existing objects (natural or artefacts) and the architect develops the 
design according to usage and needs.  
Consequently, the generic process of Wright’s architectural design seems to be aesthetically driven. Starting with 
the reference to the vernacular Japanese home, and rather than simply using their forms directly, he successfully 
subjected them to an abstract design process. This abstraction made it possible to adapt to the new context and 
needs, through the development of rational analogies. Rather than simply adopting forms at the aesthetic level, he 
applied the analogy at the organization level (the deep level) rather than to decorative details (the superficial level) 
(Lévy, 2008). 
4.2. The spatial sketch: abstract process 
In his study of the architectural grammar of Wright’s early prairie houses, Castex identified ten basic outlines. 
Despite their varied and heterogeneous basic geometry, the style and the typology obeyed a limited set of syntactic 
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sequences and a principal spatial sketch (Castex & Panerai, 1979). Syntactic sequences consist of basic and 
enrichment actions, such as proliferation, separation and degradation (Castex, 1985).    
4.3. The composition of facades: a figurative abstract process 
The reference to vernacular Japanese houses is not only seen in the distributive level of Wright’s architecture, it 
can be clearly seen in facades, notably the fifth (the cover). In the following componential analysis (Chebaiki & 
Chemrouk, 2015), (Lévy, 2008), we identify some important features, corresponding to the rational analogy: 
4.3.1.Opening-closing mass  
This concerns the destruction of the box and “the second spatial liberation” identified by von Meiss in his 
description of the “dynamics of the architectural shape” (Meiss, 2012). Expressed in the dissolution of the angle that 
anchors buildings to the near and distant landscape, this concept is an excellent example of a syntactic operation that 
amplifies the contact between the inhabitant and nature. It is seen in the porches of Japanese homes. Linked to this, 
the reference and the analogy are sufficiently abstract (indirect), to really encourage ingenuity and inventiveness in 
architectural design. 
4.3.2. Bottom- top features  
From one hand, the Japanese vernacular house was characterized by clearly visible foundations and its elevation 
from ground level. However, in Wright’s prairie houses the foundations are emphasised at the level of facades. Air, 
water or stones were all excellent materials that were used for innovative architectural composition and design. 
From the other hand, in Wright’s designs the cover and the roof reflect a direct reference. Almost all of the prairie 
houses have an oblique cover reminiscent of traditional Japanese houses (figure 2). A function of plan, vertical 
sections and playing with the idea of levels, they are an ingenious addition and a striking characteristic of the 
architectural syntax (Castex & Panerai, 1979), (Chebaiki & Chemrouk, 2015).  
Therefore, we observe that this reference to vernacular Japanese houses refers to the expressive paradigm. This 
paradigm concerns the deep level of the architectural object (Lévy, 2008). It takes a metaphoric starting point 
(Broadbent, 1990), while at the same time stimulating the creativity and inventiveness of the architect. Although it is 
easy to identify references, the design procedures are complex and found simultaneously at several levels and 
categories of the architectural object (Lévy, 2008).      
Several substances come into play, ranging from spatial interpenetration with nature, to constructive and stylistic 
innovation. This innovation enabled Frank Lloyd Wright to make a very original contribution to the history of 
architecture. 
5. The cosmic iconography of Le Corbusier: Ronchamp and Ibadite architecture 
The ideas underlying the thinking and design of Le Corbusier cannot be summarised in a few lines. Classed as a 
revolutionary (Deluz, 2010), (Jencks, 1985), (Farel, 2008), here we are interested in the Notre Dame du Haut Chapel 
at Ronchamp, where Le Corbusier demonstrates a pronounced opposition that combines narrow rationalism with 
deep expressiveness. In the Chapel, the scientific objectivity of Le Corbusier is coupled with clear subjectivity, “the 
merciless and universal technological law must agree to cohabit with the arbitrariness of cultural choices” (Farel, 
2008). Linked to this, Le Corbusier states, “we prefer the calculation plus the plasticity of the imagination, to the 
calculation alone” (Le Corbusier, 1923). 
This postulate is demonstrated in references and analogies that have been confirmed by several architectural 
theorists. Von Meiss, in his thoughts on “tectonics” (Meiss, 2012) compares the standard skeleton of the main house 
of Le Corbusier with the prototype primitive hut. 
Furthermore, in a communication entitled L’architecture à la recherche de ses ressources [Architecture in search 
of its resources], Deluz connects Le Corbusier’s architecture as seen in the Chapel to what he calls “the architecture 
show”, referring to an architecture that produces images, that jumps out from its environment through its aggressive 
expression, and which is thought of as the result of progress and modernity. He states, “it would be unfair not to 
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quote Le Corbusier, who from his youthful journeys to Algiers and the M’zab, and in all his trips around the world, 
was doubtless one of the first to proclaim the didactic value of vernacular architecture.” (Deluz, 2010) (figure 5) 
“Reconcile opposites” was the expression that Charles Jencks used to describe the Chapel’s design (Farel, 2008). 
In relation to Le Corbusier’s references, Jencks states, “‘Influence? Today, when architects are also using patterns of 
nature to create ornament, maybe on a huge scale, Le Corbusier relevance is to understand the symphonic uses of 
ornamental rhythm. […]. His interest in cosmic symbolism, particularly in his late period at Ronchamp, Chandigarh, 
and in the Philip Pavilion, involved deriving a cosmic iconography based on science.” (Jencks, 2009).  
In the Chapel, the reference to vernacular Ibadite architecture is seen as much in the “cultural choice” as the 
“dualism” adopted by Le Corbusier (Farel, 2008), (figure 6). We illustrate the reference mode of the latter in the 
following. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: views of Ibadite architecture in the M’zab valley, Algeria. (© UNESCO) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Sketches of Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, by Le Corbusier. (sketchuniverse.wordpress.com) 
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Figure 7 : plan of the chapel of Ronchamp. (@lucasbr.fr) 
5.1. The organisational level:  
Vernacular Ibadite houses are found in the M’zab valley in southern Algeria (figure 6). They are distinguished by 
austerity, rationality, manual artefacts and organization around a central courtyard. In this context, the reference of 
the Notre Dame du Haut Chapel appears to be more semantic than paradigmatic. Maintaining the role of the 
building as a place of prayer, and innovating with spatial organization, the Chapel has unusual semantics compared 
to later designs. Von Meiss describes in the “tectonics” as, “Pure volumes, where concrete, equipment nor 
mouldings are visible [...] an abstraction of a constructive reality.” (Meiss, 2012). 
The lack of a construction logic, and the abstraction applied to the visible level of the architectural object, refers to 
the tectonic plastic category of architectural space (Lévy, 2008), described above. The notable characteristic of the 
Chapel lies in the harmony and complementarity of its visible features (plan, sections, facades, roof) both as 
individual elements and as objects. Their design reflects a lack of logic or, in other words, the “qualitative dialectic” 
defined by Kierkegaard (Farel, 2008). 
In his use of curves, a feeling of being enclosed or looking inward, and shells, together with his use of the open 
plan, Le Corbusier excelled in bringing together similar materials in the Chapel’s design. This similarity refers to the 
visible and perceptual substances found in vernacular Ibadite architecture, which Ravéreau argues provides a lesson 
in architecture (Ravéreau, 2003). The characteristic of this architecture lies (beyond its interaction with its 
environment) in its plastic character and non-geometric mouldings. Although its composition claims to be random, it 
complies with town planning regulations, socio-religious values and the nature of the site. 
However, a componential analysis (Lévy, 2008) highlights expressive actions that can be identified in the Chapel’s 
design. 
 
5.2.Opening-closing mass  
 
The Chapel’s opening-closing mass is completely innovative. Its design represents a total overhaul of the 
traditional concept of the envelope, openings and closures. Formal interpenetration is not only seen at the level of 
spaces and forms; on the contrary, it goes much further and is seen in forms, function and figures. At the same time, 
the concept of de-compartmentalisation is not only seen at the level of the form, but also integrates functions. 
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5.3. Bottom- top features  
Unlike Le Corbusier’s earlier work, which preferred open ground (on accessible terraces), the Chapel is the perfect 
expression of a contradiction and opposition to these principles. Occupying all of the available space and including 
its cover, the Chapel’s architecture is a direct inversion of his laws and postulates. 
6. Conclusion: from the aesthetic tectonic approach to design paradigms  
By separating the composite levels of the architectural space based on a semio-logical decomposition, the 
expressive and figurative paradigms offer some initial perspectives for understanding architectural design. 
According to modern semiotics, many schools of thought emerge from meaning processes. Among the latter, Eco 
(Eco, 1986) distinguishes three elements: temporal, individual and abstract. These elements ensue from the aesthetic 
tectonic approach, based on a synchronic analytical vision. Contrary to this, and relative to our reflexive approach, 
which integrates a diachronic vision, we were able to identify various design modes. The latter depend on the 
generative process of conceptualization (Lévy, 2008), together with the dominance of one of the identified 
paradigms (expressive or figurative). 
Both of these paradigms dominate at the level of the architectural space, in cases where the design of this space 
maintains an architectural or a stylistic reference. Adopting a direct (figurative) or indirect (expressive) reference 
(Broadbent, 1990), three semiotic levels (deep, intermediate and superficial) of the generative process of 
architectural design act in turn (Lévy, 2008). 
As for our two examples, they reveal three other postulates: 
• Overlapping modes/ moments of design foster understanding of conceptualization and design, on the one 
hand, and stimulate creativity and inventiveness, on the other hand.  
• The generative process of conceptualization can integrate many design paths. We have identified two: 
linear and iterative. While the linear path attaches or detaches itself from the reference, the iterative path 
requires detachment then a return to the reference. Therefore, the iterative process in architectural design 
can be partially or sporadically applied, relative to the design. 
• From this comes our last paradigmatic postulate: design modes can be figurative or expressive, with a total 
or a partial reference, following a linear or iterative path, and finally, consistent with a consecutive or 
simultaneous mode of thought. 
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